
Learning Boxes

Our learning boxes are available to hire on a per term basis. The content is exceptional and sets
new standards for learning boxes. They are an ideal and unique way to introduce programming
back into the curriculum.

The main item in the box is an original and working BBC Microcomputer from 1981. It has
been specially modified to eliminate the need for tapes and floppy disks and comes with

lots of installed games and programs that can be loaded practically instantly. We have
also modified the machine to have a standard composite video output that can be

connected to any LCD TV or digital projector that has the yellow round AV socket
on the side or back.

The BBC Micro User Guide is well known for its readability, clarity and simplicity.
It is by far and away the best introduction to BASIC programming and is supplied

in this learning box.

We have also sourced 4 original computer magazines from
the 80’s . These contain a wealth of information about early
computers and really set the scene. The imagery and prices
really make students think about how
things have changed!

Explore how microprocessors have become and more and more
powerful. We have included actual components and a chart showing
the progression from 1943 to 2006.

Contents :
 BBC Micro Computer + Video Cable
 BBC Micro User Guide
 4 Original Computer Magazines
 Computer Games
 8”, 5.25” and 3.5” Floppy Disks
 Punch Cards

A Length of Paper Tape

Price
Our learning box is £160 per term to hire. This includes courier

delivery and collection. We offer a 30% discount for multiple

boxes.

All images are for example only. Actual items included will differ

but still offer the same educational value.

 40 Pin Microprocessor Chip
 A Few Transistors
 A Thermionic Valve
 Transistors/Processor Chart
 Item Information Sheets

Programming Sheets


